In many areas of application it is common to find an independent In many areas of application it is common to find an independent variable that variable that may be censored. may be censored.
The experimental design for this variable will be censored. The experimental design for this variable will be censored.
The experiment must be designed according to the known censored The experiment must be designed according to the known censored distribution.
distribution.
The two possible cases with either a finite or a continuous desi The two possible cases with either a finite or a continuous design space are gn space are considered and algorithms for the computation of these designs a considered and algorithms for the computation of these designs are provided re provided 
Designs Designs
Approximate design with finite support that is intended to be ap Approximate design with finite support that is intended to be applied in practice plied in practice Expected design at the end of the experimentation (due to censor Expected design at the end of the experimentation (due to censoring) ing)
Censoring restricted optimal design (CER), such that the expecte Censoring restricted optimal design (CER), such that the expected censoring restricted design will d censoring restricted design will be optimal among all possible expected designs be optimal among all possible expected designs Expected censoring restricted optimal design (ECER) Expected censoring restricted optimal design (ECER) 
